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Chapter 6we will show that there are many possible ways of implementing a desired sig
nal transformation using difference equations. Advantages of one method over another
depend on practical considerations such as numerical accuracy, data storage, and the
number of multiplications and additions required to compute each sample of the output.

2.6 FREQUENCY-DOMAIN REPRESENTATION OF
DISCRETE-TIME SIGNALS AND SYSTEMS

In the previous sections, we have introduced some of the fundamental concepts of the
theory of discrete-time signals and systems. For linear time-invariant systems, we saw
that a representation of the input sequence as a weighted sum of delayed impulses
leads to a representation of the output as a weighted sum of delayed impulse responses.
As with continuous-time signals, discrete-time signals may be represented in a number
of different ways. For example, sinusoidal and complex exponential sequences playa
particularly important role in representing discrete-time signals. This is because com
plex exponential sequences are eigenfunctions of linear time-invariant systems and the
response to a sinusoidal input is sinusoidal with the same frequency as the input and
with amplitude and phase determined by the system. This fundamental property of
linear time-invariant systems makes representations of signals in terms of sinusoids or
complex exponentials (i.e., Fourier representations) very useful in linear system theory.

2.6.1 Eigenfunctions for Linear Time-Invariant Systems

To demonstrate the eigenfunction property of complex exponentials for discrete-time
systems, consider an input sequence x[n) = ejwn for -00 < n < 00, i.e., a complex
exponential of radian frequency w. From Eq. (2.62), the corresponding output of a
linear time-invariant system with impulse response h[n) is

00

y[n) = L h[k)ejw(n-k)
k=-oo

(2.108)

If we define
00

Eq. (2.108) becomes

H(ejW) = L h[k)e-jwk,
k=-oo

(2.109)

(2.110)

Consequently, ejwn is an eigenfunction of the system, and the associated eigenvalue is
H(ej(V). From Eq. (2.110),we see that H(ej(V) describes the change in complex amplitude
of a complex exponential input signal as a function of the frequency w. The eigenvalue
H(ej(,,) is called the frequency response of the system. In general. H(ej(V) is complex
and can be expressed in terms of its real and imaginary parts as

(2.111)
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or in terms of magnitude and phase as

H(ejW) = IH(ejW)lej<l:H(ejW). (2.112)

Example 2.17 Frequency Response of the Ideal Delay
System

(2:113)

(2.114)

(2.115a)

(2.116a)

(2.115b)

y[n] = x[n - nd],

n=-oo

00

H(ejW) = L 8[n - nd]e-jwn = e-jwnd.

As an alternative method of obtaining the frequency response, recall that h[n]
8[n - nd) for the ideal delay system. Using Eq. (2.109), we obtain

where nd is a fixed integer. If we consider x[n) = ejwn as input to this system, then,
from Eq. (2.113), we have

As a simple example of how we can find the frequency response of a linear time
invariant system, consider the ideal delay system defined by

.
Thus, for any given value of w, we obtain an output that is the input multiplied by a
complex constant, the value of which depends on the frequency wand the delay nd.
The frequency response of the ideal delay is therefore

From the Euler relation, the real and imaginary parts of the frequency response are

The magnitude and phase are

(2.116b)

In Section 2.7 we will show that a broad class of signals can be represented as a
linear combination of complex exponentials in the form

(2.117)x[n] = LcxkejWkn.
k

From the principle of superposition, the corresponding output of a linear time-invariant
system is

y[n] = L ctkH(ejwk)ejwkn.
k

(2.118)

Thus, if we can find a representation of x [n] as a superposition of complex exponential
sequences, as in Eq. (2.117), then we can find the output using Eq. (2.118) if we know
the frequency response of the system. The following simple example illustrates this
fundamental property of linear time-invariant sys~ems.
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Example 2.18 Sinusoidal Response of LTI Systems

Chap. 2

Since it is simple to express a sinusoid as a linear combination of complex exponentials,
let us consider a sinusoidal input

x[n] = A cos(won + 1» = ~ei¢eiwon + ~e-i¢e-i;'on.2 2

From Eq. (2.110), the response to xl[n] = (Aj2)ei¢eiwon is

ydn] = H(eiWo)~ei¢eiwon .2

The response to x2[n] = (Aj2)e-i¢e-iwon is

Y2[n] = H(e-iWO)~e-i¢e-iwon.

(2.119)

. (2.120a)

(2.120b)..
Thus, the total response IS

y[n] = ~[H(eiWo)ei¢eiwon + H(e-iwo)e-i¢e-iwon]. (2.121)2

If h[n] is real, it can be shown (see Problem 2.71) that H(e-iwo) = H*(eiwo). Conse
quently,

y[n] = AIH(eiwo)1 cos(won + 1> + e), (2.122)

(2.123)

where e = <f.H(eiwo) is the phase of the system function at frequency woo

For the simple example of the ideal delay, IH(eiwo)1 = 1 and e = -WOnd, as we
determined in Example 2.17. Therefore,

y[n] = A cos(won + 1> - wond)

= A cos[wo(n - nd) + 1>],

which is consistent with what we would obtain directly using the definition of the ideal
delay system.

The concept of the frequency response of linear time-invariant systems is essen
tially the same for continuous-time and discrete-time systems. However, an important
distinction arises because the frequency response of discrete-time linear time-invariant
systems is always a periodic function of the frequency variable w with period 2:rr. To
show this, we substitute w + 2:rrinto Eq. (2.109) to obtain

co

H(ej(w+2rr» = L h[n]e-j(w+2rr)n.
n=-co

Using the fact that e±j2rrn = 1 for n an integer, we have

Therefore,

and, more generally.

(2.124)

(2.125)

H(ei(w+2;rr» = H(ei(O). for r an integer. (2.126)

That is, H(ei(O) is periodic with period 2;r. Note that this is obviously true for the ideal
delay syste:n. since e-j(u}+2:T)n" = e-j(·JII,! \vhen n" is an integer.
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The reason for this periodicity is related directly to our earlier observation that
the sequence

{ ejwn},

is indistinguishable from the sequence

{ej(w+2Jr)n},

-00 < n < 00,

-00 < n < 00.

Because these two sequences have identical values for all n, the system must respond
identically to both input sequences. This condition requires that Eq. (2.125) hold.

Since H( ejW) is periodic with period 2rr, and since the frequencies wand
w + 2rr are indistinguishable, it follows th.at we need only specify H(ejW) over an inter
val of length 2rr, e.g., 0 ::::w ::::2rr or -rr < w .:s rr. The inherent periodicity defines
the frequency response everywhere outside the chosen interval. For simplicity and for
consistency with the continuous-time case, it is generally convenient to specify H(eIW)

over the interval -rr < w :::: rr. With respect to this interval, the "low frequencies" are
frequencies close to zero, while the "high frequencies" are frequencies close to ±rr. Re
calling that frequencies differing by an integer multiple of 2rr are indistinguishable, we
might generalize the preceding statement as follows: The "low frequencies" are those
that are close to an even multiple of rr, while the "high frequencies" are those that are
close to an odd multiple of rr, consistent with our earlier discussion in Section 2.1.

Example 2.19 Ideal Frequency-Selective Filters

An important class of linear time-invariant systems includes those systems for which
the frequency response is unity over a certain range of frequencies and is zero at
the remaining frequencies. These correspond to ideal frequency-selective filters. The
frequency response of an ideallowpass filter is shown in Figure 2.17(a). Because of the
inherent periodicity of the discrete-time frequency response, it has the appearance of

H1p(efW)

1
I

I II

w

(a)

1

W

(b)

Figure 2.17 Ideallowpass filter showing (a) periodicity of the frequency response
and (b) one period of the periOdic frequency response.
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Hbs(e}W)
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o

(b)

1

-7T

Figure 2.18 Ideal frequency-selective filters. (a) Highpass filter. (b) Bandstop
filter. (c) Bandpass filter. In each case, the frequency response is periodic with
period 2Jr. Only one period is shown.

a multiband filter, since frequencies around w = 2J[ are indistinguishable from fre
quencies around w = O. In effect, however, the frequency response passes only low
frequencies and rejects high frequencies. Since the frequency response is completely
specified by its behavior over the interval -Jr < w :::: Jr, the ideallowpass filter fre
quency response is more typically shown only in the interval -J[ < W :::: Jr, as in
Figure 2.17 (b). It is understood that the frequency response repeats periodically wi th
period 2Jr outside the plotted interval. The frequency responses for ideal highpass,
bandstop, and bandpass filters are shown in Figures 2.18(a), (b), and (c), respectively.

Example 2.20 Frequency Response of the
Moving-Average System

The impulse response of the moving-average system of Example 2.4 is

h[nJ= {All+~/2+1'0, otherwise.
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Therefore, the frequency response is

Equation (2.127) can be expressed in closed form by using Eq. (2.56), so that

. 1 ejwMj - e- jW(M2+1)
H(e1W) = ----------

Ml + Mz +1 1- e-jw

1 ejw(M1+Mz+l)j2 _ e-jW(Ml+Mz+1)j2______--------------e- jw(Mz-Mdj2
Ml + M2 + 1 ejwj2 - e- jwj2

1 sin[w(Ml + M2 + 1)/2] -jw(Mz-Mj)j2--=---'---------e .
Ml + M2 + 1 sin (w/2)

1

45

(2.127)

(2.128)

w

w

Figure 2.19· (a) Magnitude and (b) phase of the frequency response of the
moving-average system for the case M 1 = 0 and M 2 = 4.

The magnitude and phase of H(ejW) are plotted in Figure 2_19for M1 = 0 and M2 = 4.
Note that H(ejW) is periodic, as is required of the frequency response of a discrete
time system. Note also that IH(ej(V)1 falls off at "high frequencies;' and <S.H(ejW), i.e.,
the phase of H(ejOJ), varies linearly with (u. This attenuation of the high frequencies
suggests that the system will smooth out rapid variations in the input sequence; in other
words, the system is a rough approximation to a lowpass filter. This is consistent with
what we would intuitively expect about the behavior of the moving-average system.
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2.6.2 Suddenly Applied Complex Exponential Inputs

We have seen that complex exponential inputs of the form ejwn for -00 < n < 00
produce outputs of the form H(ejW)ejwn for linear time-invariant systems. Such inputs,
nonzero over a doubly infinite domain, may seem to be impractical models of signals;
however, as we will see in the next section, models of this kind are crucial to the mathe
matical representation of a wide range of signals, even those that exist only over a finite
domain. Even so, we can gain additional insight into linear time-invariant systems by
considering more practical-appearing inputs of the form

x[n) = ejwnu[n),

i.e., complex exponentials that are suddenly applied at an arbitrary time, which for
convenience here we choose as n = 0. Using the convolution sum in Eq. (2.62), the
corresponding output of a causal linear time-invariant system with impulse response
h[n) is

{O'y[n] ~ (~h[kJe-iwk ) eiw.,

If we consider the output for n ::: 0, we can write

n <0,

n::: 0.

y[n) = (f h[k)e-jWk) ejwn - ( f h[k)e-jWk) ejwnk=O k=n+l'

(2.129)

(2.130)
= H(ejW)ejwn - ( f h[k)e-jWk) ejwn.k=n+l

From Eq. (2.130), we see that the output consists of the sum of two terms, i.e., y[n) =
Yss[nJ + Yt[n). The first term,

yss[nJ = H(ejW)ejwn,

is called the steady-state response. It is identical to the response of the system when the
input is ejwn for all n. In a sense, the second term,

co

Yt[nJ = - L h[k)e-jwkejwn,
k=n+l

is the amount by which the output differs from the eigenfunction result. This part is
called the transient response, because it is clear that in some cases it may approach zero.
To see the conditions for which this is true, let us consider the size of the second term.
Its magnitude is bounded as follows:

00 00

(2.131)
k=n+l k=n+l

From Eq. (2.131), it should be clear that if the impulse response has finite length, so that
h[n] = 0 except for ° :::n ::: 1'\11.then the term Yc[nJ = 0 for n + 1 > M, or n > M - 1.
In this case,

y[nJ = yss[tl] = H(e'<'J)ej(vn, for n > lH -- l.
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When the impulse response has infinite duration, the transient response does not disap
pear abruptly, but if the samples of the impulse response approach zero with increasing
n, then Yt[n] will approach zero. Note that Eq. (2.131) can be written

IYt[n]1 = Ik~l h[k]e-jWkejwnl S k~llh[k]1 S £; Ih[k]l·

co co co

(2.132)

That is, the transient response is bounded by the sum of the absolute values of all of the
impulse response samples. If the right-hand side of Eq. (2.132) is bounded, so that

co

l:)h[k]I < 00,
k=O

then the system is stable. From Eq. (2.132), it follows that, for stable systems, the ~ran
sient response must become increasingly smaller as n -+ 00. Thus, a sufficient condition
for the transient response to die out is that the system be stable.

Figure 2.20 shows the real part of a complex exponential signal with frequency
w = 2n /10. The solid dots indicate the samples x[ k] of the suddenly applied complex
exponential, while the open circles indicate the samples of the complex exponential that
are "missing." The shaded dots indicate the samples of the impulse response h[n - k]
as a function of k for n = 8. In the finite-length case shown in Figure 2.20(a), it is clear
that the output would consist only of the steady-state component for n ~ 8, while in
the infinite-length case, it is clear that the missing samples have less and less effect as n
increases, due to the decaying nature of the impulse response.

!
k

(a)

o

(h)

Figure 2.20 Illustration of real part of suddenly applied complex exponential input
with (a) finit5-length impulse response and (b) infmite-Iength impulse resflonse

1&

i
k
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The condition for stability is also a sufficient condition for the existence of the
frequency response function. To see this, note that, in general,

00 I 00 00IH(ejW)j = Ik~OO h[k]e-jwk ::::k~OO Ih[k]e-jwkl ::::k~OO jh[k]J,

so the general condition
00

L Ih[k] I < 00
k=-oo

ensures that H( ejW) exists. It is no surprise that the condition for existence of the
frequency response is the same as the condition for dominance of the steady-state
solution. Indeed, a complex exponential that exists for all n can be thought of as one
that is applied at n = -00. The eigenfunction property of complex exponentials depends
on stability of the system, since at finite n, the transient response must have become
zero, so that we only see the steady-state response H( ejW)ejwn for all finite n.

2.7 REPRESENTATION OF SEQUENCES BY FOURIER TRANSFORMS

One of the advantages of the frequency-response representation of .a linear time
invariant system is that interpretations of system behavior such as the one we made
in Example 2.20 often follow easily. We will elaborate on this point in considerably
more detail in Chapter 5. At this point, however, let us return to the question of how
we may find representations of the form of Eq. (2.117) 'for an arbitrary input sequence.

Many sequences can be represented by a Fourier integral of the form

1 jl( ..x[n] = - X(e]W)e]wndw,
2rr -l(

where'
00

X(ejW) = L x[n]e-jwn.
n=-co

(2.134)

Equations (2.133) and (2.134) together form a Fourier representation for the sequence.
Equation (2.133), the inverse Fourier transform, is a synthesis formula. That is, it repre
sents x[ n] as a superposition of infinitesimally small complex sinusoids of the form

1 ..
2rr X(e]W)e]Wndw,

with w ranging over an interval of length 2rr and with X(ejW) determining the relative
amount of each complex sinusoidal component. Although, in writing Eq. (2.133), we
have chosen the range of values for w between -rr and +rr, any interval of length 2rr
can be used. Equation (2.134), the Fourier transform,3 is an expression for computing
X(ejW) from the sequence x[n], i.e., for analyzing the sequence x[n] to determine how
much of each frequency component is required to synthesize x[n] using Eq. (2.133).

3Sometimc:s we will refer to Eq. (2.134) more explicitly as the discrete-time Fourier transform. or
DTFT, particularly when it is important 10 distinguish it from the continuous-time Fourier transform.
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In general, the Fourier transform is a complex-valued function of w. As with the
frequency response, we may either express X(ejW) in rectangular form as

(2.135a)

or in polar form as

(2. 135b)

The quantities IX(ejW)1 and <rX(ejW) are the magnitude and phase, respectively, of the
Fourier transform. The Fourier transform is sometimes referred to as the Fourier spec

trum or, simply, the spectrum. Also, the terminology magnitude spectrum or amplitude

spectrum is sometimes used to refer to IX(ejW)I, and the angle or phase <rX(ejW) is
sometimes called the phase spectrum.

The phase <rX(ejW) is not uniquely specified by Eq. (2.135b), since any integer
multiple of 2rr may be added to <rX (ejW) at any value of w without affecting the result of
the complex exponentiation. When we specifically want to refer to the principal value,
i.e., <rX(ejW) restricted to the range of values between -rr and +rr, we will denote this
as ARG[X(ejW)]. If we want to refer to a phase function that is a continuous function
of w for 0 < w < rr, we will use the notation arg[X(ejW)].

By comparing Eqs. (2.109) and (2.134), we can see that the frequency response of
a linear time-invariant system is simply the Fourier transform of the impulse response
and that, therefore, the impulse response can be obtained from the frequency response
by applying the inverse Fourier transform integral; i.e.,

(2.136)

As discussed previously, the frequency response is a periodic function. Likewise,
the Fourier transform is periodic with period 2rr. Indeed, Eq. (2.134) is of the form of
a Fourier series for the continuous-variable periodic function X(ejW), and Eq. (2.133),
which expresses the sequence values x[n] in terms of the periodic function X(ejW), is
of the form of the integral that would be used to obtaL'1 the coefficients in the Fourier
series. Our use of Eqs. (2.133) and (2.134) focuses on the representation of the sequence
x[n). Nevertheless, it is useful to be aware of the equivalence between the Fourier series
representation of continuous-variable periodic functions and the Fourier transform
representation of discrete-time signals, since all the familiar properties of Fourier series
can be applied, with appropriate interpretation of variables, to the Fourier transform
representation of a sequence.

We have not yet shown explicitly that Eqs. (2.133) and (2.134) are inverses of
each other, nor have we considered the question of how broad a class of signals can be
represented in the form of Eq. (2.133). To demonstrate that Eq. (2.133) is the inversE
of Eq. (2.134), we can find X(ejW) using Eq. (2.134) and then substitute the result into
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Eq. (2.133). Specifically, consider
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(2.137)
1 jlr ( 00 . ) .
- L x[m]e-]wm e]wndw = x[n],2rr -lr m=-oo

where we have tentatively used x[n] to denote the result of the Fourier synthesis. We
wish to show that x[n] = x[n] if X(ejW) can be found using Eq. (2.134). Note that
the "dummy index" of summation has been changed to m to distinguish it from n, the
variable index in Eq. (2.133). If the infinite sum converges uniformly for all w, then we
can interchange the order of integration and summation to obtain

00 ( 1 jlr . )x[n] = L x[m] - e]w(n-m)dw.2rr -lrm=-oo

Evaluating the integral within the parentheses gives

_.1 jlr ejw(n-m)dw= sinrr(n-m)2rr -lr rr(n - m)

(2.138)

_ {I,- 0,
m=n,

m =I- n,

= 8[n - m].

Thus,
00

x[n] = L x[m]8[n - m] = x[n],
m=-oo

which is what we set out to show.

Determining the class of signals that can be represented by Eq. (2.133) is equiv
alent to considering the convergence of the infinite sum in Eq. (2.134). That is, we
are concerned with the conditions that must be satisfied by the terms in the sum in
Eg. (2.134) such that

for all w,

where X (ejW) is the limit as M --* 00 of the finite sum
M

XM(ejW) = L x[n]e-jwn.
n=-M

A sufficient condition for convergence can be found as follows:
00 I

IX(ejW)\ = In~oo x[n]e-jwnl

00

n=-X

CXJ

s L Ix[n]1 < x.
n=-C'C

(2.139)
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Thus, if x[n] is absolutely summable, then X(ejW) exists. Furthermore, in this case, the
series can be shown to converge uniformly to a continuous function of w.

Since a stable sequence is, by definition, absolutely summable, all stable sequences
have Fourier transforms. It also follows, then, that any stable system will have a finite
and continuous frequency response.

Absolute summability is a sufficient condition for the existence of a Fourier trans
form representation. In Examples 2.17 and 2.20, we computed the Fourier transforms
of the sequences 8[n - nd] and [1/(Mi + M2 + 1)](u[n + Mi] - urn - M2 -1]). These
sequences are absolutely summable, since they are finite in length. Clearly, any finite
length sequence is absolutely summable and thus will have a Fourier transform repre
sentation. In the context of linear time-invariant systems, any FIR system will be stable
and therefore will have a finite, continuous frequency response. When a sequence has
infinite length, we must be concerned about convergence of the infinite sum. The fol
lowing example illustrates this case.

Example 2.21 Absolute Summability for a
Suddenly-Applied Exponential

Let x[n] = anu[n]. The Fourier transform of this sequence is

X(ejW) = I:>ne-jwn = 2...:(ae-jWt
n=O n=O

(2.140)iflal<1.

00

1

00

1- ae-jw

Clearly, the condition lal < 1 is the condition for the absolute summability of x[n]; i.e.,

00 1
"" lain = -- < 006 1-laln=O

Absolute summability is a sufficient condition for the existence of a Fourier trans
form representation, and it also guarantees uniform convergence. Some sequences are
not absolutely summable, but are square summable, i.e.,

00

2...: ix[n]12 < 00. (2.141)
n=-oo

Such sequences can be represented by a Fourier transform if we are willing to relax the
condition of uniform convergence of the infinite sum defining X(ejW). Specifically, in
this case we have mean-square convergence; that is, with

00

and

X(ejW) = ~ x[n]e-jwn_--J
n=-oo

(2.142a)

it follmvs that

tv!

X\.I(ejW) = L x[n]e-j'''''.
11=-,14

(2.142b)

(2.143)
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In other words, the error IX (ejW)_ XM( ejW) I may not approach zero at each value of
was M --+ 00, but the total "energy" in the error does. Example 2.22 illustrates this case.·

Example 2.22 Square-Summability for the Ideal
Lowpass Filter

Let us determine the impulse response of the ideallowpass filter discussed in Example
2.19. The frequency response is

H (eiw) = {1, Iwi < We, (2.144)Ip 0, We < Iwl :::::rr,

with periodicity 2rr also understood. The impulse response hlp[nJ can be found using
the Fourier transform synthesis equation (2.133):

1 lwe
hlp[nJ = - eiwndw

2rr -We

= _1._ [eiwnte = _l._(eiwen _ e-iWen) (2.145)
2rrJ n -We 2rrJ n

-(X) < n < 00.
rrn

We note that, since h1p[nJ is nonzero for n < 0, the ideallowpass filter is noncausal.
Also, hIp [nJ is not absolutely summable. The sequence values approach zero as n --+ 00,
but only as 1/ n. This is because HIp (eiw) is discontinuous at w = We. Since hIp[n J is not
absolutely summable, the infinite sum

00

n=-oo

(a)

HM(ejW), M = 7

7T W -7['

(c)

(b)

HM(ejW), M = 19

o

(d)

TfW

Figure 2.21 Convergence of the Fourier transform. The oscillatory behavior at
(V = w~ is often ca!!ed the Gibbs phenomenon.
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(2.146)

does not converge uniformly for all values of w. To obtain an intuitive feeling for this,
let us consider HM( eiw) as the sum of a finite number of terms:

M .

HM(eiw) = L SIll Wen e-iwn.rrn -
n=-M

We can show that HM(eiw) can be expressed as

HM(eiw) = 2-1we sin [(2M + 1)(w - e)/2)2rr -We sin[(w - e))/2 de.

The function HM(eiw) is evaluated in Figure 2.21 for several values of M. Note that
as M increases, the oscillatory behavior at w = We (often referred to as the Gibbs
phenomenon) is more rapid, but the size of the ripples does not decrease. In fact, it
can be shown that as M -+ 00, the maximum amplitude of the oscillations does not
approach zero, but the oscillations converge in location toward the point w = We. Thus,.
the infinite sum does not converge uniformly to the discontinuous function Hlp(eiw)

of Eq. (2.144). However, hIp [n), as given in Eq. (2.145), is square summable, and
correspondingly, HM(eiw) converges in the mean-square sense to H1p(eiw); i.e.,

Although the error between limM-HXlHM( eiw) and HIp(eiw) might seem unimportant
because the two functions differ only at w = We, we will see in Chapter 7 that the be
havior of finite sums has important implications in the d~sign of discrete-time systems
for filtering.

It is sometimes useful to have a Fourier transform representation for certain se
quences that are neither absolutely summable nor square summable. We illustrate sev
eral of these in the following examples.

Example 2.23 Fourier Transform of a Constant

Consider the sequencex[n] = 1 tor all n. This sequence is neither absolutely summable
nor square summable, and Eq. (2.134) does not converge in either the uniform or mean
square sense for this case. However, it is possible and useful to define the Fourier
transform of the sequence x[n] to be the periodic impulse train4

The impulses in this case are functions of a continuous variable and therefore are of
"infinite height, zero width, and unit area," consistent with the fact that Eq. (2.134)
does not converge. The use of Eq. (2.147) as a Fourier representation of the se
quence x[n] = 1 is justified principally because formal substitution of Eq. (2.147)
into Eq. (2.133) leads to the correct result. Example 2.24 represents a generalization
of this example.

00

X(eiw) = L 2rro(w+2rrr).
r=-oo

(2.147)

4The impulse function is defined as that ·'function ··that has the following properties: 8((v) = 0 for w i= 0;

X(eiw)8(w) = X(eiO)8(w); J:: 8(w)dw = 1; and o(w) * X(eiw) = X(eiw). where * denotes continuous
\-ariable convolution. See Oppenheim and Willsky (1907) for a discussio'1 of the impulse function.
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Example 2.24 Fourier Transform of Complex
Exponential Sequences

Chap. 2

Consider a sequence x[n] whose Fourier transform is the periodic impulse train

We show in this example that x[n] is the complex exponential sequence ejwon.
We can safely assume that -Jr < Wo ::: Jr in this problem. If the chosen value

of Wo does not satisfy this requirement, there is a choice of Wo in the interval which
produces the same X(ejW), since the impulses repeat periodically every 2Jr. Thus, we
can redefine Wo to be the frequency of the impulse in the summation of Eq. (2.148),
which falls in the interval between -Jr and Jr without any change in the spectrum
X(ejW).

We can determine x[n] by substituting X(ejW) into the inverse Fourier trans
form integral ofEq. (2.133). Because the integration of X(ejW) extends only over one
period, from -Jr < W < Jr, we need include only the r = 0 term from Eq. (2.148).
Consequently, we can write

00

X(ejW)= L 2Jro(w-wo+2Jrr).
T=-OQ

1 llrx[n] = 2Jr -lr 2Jro(w - wo)ejwndw.

From the definition of the impulse function, it follows that

(2.148)

(2.149)

x[n] = ejwon for any n.

For Wo = 0, this reduces to the sequence considered in Example 2.23.

Clearly, x[ n] in Example 2.24isnot absolutely summable, nor isit square summable,
and IX(ejW)j is not finite for all w. Thus, the mathematical statement

00 00

L ejwone-jwn = L 2JTo(w-wo+2Jrr) (2.150)
n=-(X) r=-oo

(2.152)

must be interpreted in a special way. Such an interpretation is provided by the theory
of generalized functions (Lighthill, 1958). Using that theory, we can rigorously extend
the concept of a Fourier transform representation to the class of sequences that can be
expressed as a sum of discrete frequency components, such as

x[n] = L akejwkn, -00 < n < 00. (2.151)
k

From the result of Example 2.24, it follows that
00

X(ejW)= L L2JTako(w-wk+2JTr)
T=-oo k

is a consistent Fourier transform representation of x[n] in Eq. (2.151).
Another sequence that is neither absolutely summable nor square summable is

the unit step sequence u[n]. Although it is not completely straightforward to show, this
sequence can be represented by the following Fourier transform:

. 1 cc

U(eJW) = . + '" Jro(w + 2Jrr). (2.153)1 - e-fW L
r=-CQ
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2.8 SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF THE FOURIER
TRANSFORM

In using Fourier transforms, it is useful to have a detailed knowledge of the way that
properties of the sequence manifest themselves in the Fcurier transform and vice versa.
In this section and Section 1.9, we discuss and summarize a number of such properties.

Symmetry properties of the Fourier transform are often very useful for simplifying
the solution of problems. The following discussion presents these properties, and the
proofs are considered in Problems 1.72 and 1.73. Before presenting the properties,
however, we begin with some definitions.

A conjugate-symmetric sequence xe[n] is defined as a sequence for which xe[n] =
x; [-n], and a conjugate-antisymmetric sequence xo[n] is defined as a sequence for which
xo[n] = -x~[-n], where * denotes complex conjugation. Any sequence x[n] can be
expressed as a sum of a conjugate-symmetric and conjugate-antisymrnetric sequence.
Specifically,

where

and

x[n] = xe[n] + xo[n],

Xe[n] = ~(x[n] +x*[-n]) = X; [-n]

xo[n] = ~(x[n] - x*[-n]) = -x;[-n].

(2.154a)

(2.154b)

(2.154c)

A real sequence that is conjugate symmetric such that xe[n] = xe[-n] is called an even
sequence, and a real sequence that is conjugate antisymrnetricsuch thatxo[n] = -xo[ -n]
is called an odd sequence.

A Fourier transform X (e/W) can be decomposed into a sum of conjugate-symmetric
and conjugate-antisymmetric functions as

(2.155a)
where

(2.155b)

and

(2.155c)

By substituting -(J) for (J)in Eqs. (2.155b) and (2.155c), it follows that Xe( e/W) is conjugate
symmetric and Xo(e/W) is conjugate antisymmetric; i.e.,

(2.156a)
and

(2.156b)

If a real function of a continuous variable is conjugate symmetric, it is referred to as an
even function, and a real conjugate-antisymmetric function of a continuous variable is
referred to as an odd funcrion.

The symmetry properties of the Fourier transform are summarized in Table 1.1.
The first six properties apply for a general complex sequence x[n] with Fourier trans
form X(e/W). Properties 1 and 2 are considered in Problem 1.72. Property 3 follows from
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TABLE 2.1 SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORM

Chap. 2

Sequence
x[n]

1. x*[n]

2. x*[-n]

3. Re{x[n]}

4. j.Jm{x[n]}

5. xe[n] (conjugate-symmetric part
ofx[n])

Fourier Transform
X(eiw)

X*(e-jW)

X*(eiw)

Xe(eiw) (conjugate-symmetric part of X(eiw»

Xo(eiw) (conjugate-antisymmetric part
of X(eiw»

XR(eiw) = Re{X(eiw)}

7. Any real x[n]

8. Any real x[n]

9. Any real x[n]

10. Any real x[n]

11. Any real x[n]

12. xe[n] (even part ofx[n])

13. xo[n] (odd part ofx[n])

6. xo[n] (conjugate-antisymmetric jX/(eiw) = j.Jm{X(eiw)}

part of x[n])

The following properties apply only when x[n] is real:

X(eiw) = X*(e-iw) (Fourier transform is
conjugate symmetric)

XR(eiw) = XR(e-iw) (real part is even)

X/(eiw) = -X/(e-iw) (imaginary part is odd)

IX(eiw)1 = IX(e-iw)! (magnitude is even)

<r.X(eiw) = -<r.X(e- iw) (phase is odd)

XR(eiw)

j X/(eiw)

properties 1 and 2, together with the fact that the Fourier transform of the sum of two
sequences is the sum of their Fourier transforms. Specifically, the Fourier transform of
Re{x[n]} = ~(x[n] +x*[n]) is the conjugate-symmetric part of X(ejW), or Xe(ejW). Sim

ilarly, j..1 m{x[n]} = ~(x[n] -x*[n]), or equivalently, j..1 m{x[n]} has a Fourier transform
that is the conjugate-antisymmetric component Xo(ejW) corresponding to property 4.
By considering the Fourier transform of xe[n] and xo[n], the conjugate-symmetric and
conjugate-antisymmetric components, respectively, of x[n], it can be shown that prop
erties 5 and 6 follow.

If x[n] is a real sequence, these symmetry properties become particularly straight
forward and useful. Specifically, for a real sequence, the Fourier transform is conjugate
symmetric; i.e., X(ejW) = X*(e-jW) (property 7). Expressing X(ejW) in terms of its real
and imaginary parts as

X(ejW) = XR(ejW) + j X/(ejW),

we can derive properties 8 and 9-specifically,

XR(ejW) = XR(e-jW)
and

(2.157)

(2.158a)

(2.158b)

In other words, the real part of the Fourier transform is an even function, and the
imaginary part is an odd function, if the sequence is real. In a similar manner. by
expressing X(eiw) in polar form as

(2.159)
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we can show that, for a real sequence x[n], the magnitude of the Fourier transform,
IX(ejW)I, is an even function of wand the phase, <rX(ejW), can be chosen to be an odd
function of w (properties 10 and 11). Also, for a real sequence, the even part of x[n]

transforms to XR(ejW), and the odd part of x[n] transforms to j X/(ejW) (properties 12
and 13).

Example 2.25 Illustration of Symmetry Properties

Let us return to the sequence of Example 2.21, where we showed that the Fourier
transform of the real sequence x[n] = anu[n] is

. 1
X(e}W) = 1 . if lal < 1. (2.160)- ae-}W

Then, from the properties of complex numbers, it follows that
·1·

X(e}W) = . = X*(e-}W) (property 7),1- ae-}W

(property 11).

(property 10),

(property 9),

(property 8),
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Figure 2.22 Frequency response for a system with impulse response h[n] =
anu[n]. (a) Real part. a> 0; a = 0.75 (solid curve) and a = 0.5 (dashed curve).
(b) Imaginary part.
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Figure 2.22 (Continued) (c) Magnitude. a > 0; a = 0.75 (solid curve) and
a = 0.5 (dashed curve). (d) Phase.
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These functions are plotted in Figure 2.22 for a> 0, specifically, a = 0.75 (solid curve)
and a = 0.5 (dashed curve). In Problem 2.43, we consider the corresponding plots for
a < O.

2.9 FOURIER lRANSFORM THEOREMS

In addition to the symmetry properties, a variety of theorems (presented in Sections
2.9.1-2.9.7) relate-operations on the sequence to operations on the Fourier transform.
We will see that these theorems are quite similar in most cases to corresponding theo
rems for continuous-time signals and their Fourier transforms. To facilitate the statement
of the theorems, we introduce the following operator notation:

X(ejW) = .1'{x[n]},

x[nJ = .1'-1{X(ejw)},

F .
x[n] +--+ X(e1W).

That is, .1' denotes the operation of "taking the Fourier transform of x[ n ]." and .1'-1 is the
inverse of that operation. Most of the theorems will be stated without proof. The proofs,
which are left as exercises (Problem 2.74), generally involve only simple manipulations
of variables of summation or integration. The theorems in this section are summarized
in Table 2.2.
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TABLE 2.2 FOURIER TRANSFORM THEOREMS
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Sequence
x[n]

y[n]

1. ax[n] + by[n]

2. x[n - nd] (nd an integer)

3. eiwonx[n]

4. x[-n]

5. nx[n]

6. x[n] * y[n]

7. x[n]y[n]

Parseval's theorem:

Fourier Transform

X(eiw)

Y(eiw)

aX(eiw) + bY(eiw)

e-iWndX(eiw)

X(ei(w-wo))

X(e-iw)
X*(eiw) if x[n] real .

. dX(i:iw)

] dw

X(eiw)Y(eiw)

~ 1" X(eiO)Y(ei(W-O))de2n -n

2.9.1 Linearity of the Fourier Transform
If

and
:F .

x2[n] +----+ X2(eJW),

then it follows by substitution into the definition of the discrete-time Fourier transform
that

(2.161)

2.9.2 Time Shifting and Frequency Shifting
If

:F .

x[n] +----+ X(eJW),

then, for the time-shifted sequence, a simple transformation of the index of summation
in the discrete-time Fourier transform yields

:F ..

x[n - nd] +----+ e-J,,,nd X(eJW). (2.162)

Direct substitution proves the following result for the frequency-shifted Fourier trans
form:

(2.163)
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2.9.3 Time Reversal

If

Discrete-Time Signals and Systems

:F .

x[n] ~ X(elev),

Chap. 2

then if the sequence is time reversed,
:F .

x[-n] ~ X(e-lev).

If x[n] is real, this theorem becomes
:F .

x[-n] ~ X*(elev).

2.9.4 Differentiation in Frequency
If

:F .

x[n] ~ X(elev),

then, by differentiating the discrete-time Fourier transform, it is seen that

:F .dX(ejev)
nx[n] ~ ] _ .

2.9.5 Parsevals Theorem

If
:F .

x[n] ~ X(elev),

then

(2.164)

(2.165)

(2.166)

(2.167)

The function IX(ejev)12 is called the energy density spectrum, since it determines how the
energy is distributed in the frequency domain. Necessarily, the energy density spectrum
is defined only for finite-energy signals. A more general form of Parseval's theorem is
shown in Problem 2.77.

2.9.6 The Convolution Theorem

If
:F .

x[n] ~ X(elev)

and
:F .

h[n] ~ H(elev),

and if

then

Xl

y[n] = L x[k]h[n - k] = x[n] * h[n],
k=-cc

(2.168)

(2.169)
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Thus, convolution of sequences implies multiplication of the corresponding Fourier
transforms. Note that the time-shifting property is a special case of the convolution
property, since

(2.170)

and if h[n] = 8[n - nd], then y[n] = x[n] * 8[n - nd] = x[n - nd]' Therefore,

and

A formal derivation of the convolution theorem is easily achieved by applying the
definition of the Fourier transform to y[n] as expressed in Eq. (2.168). This theorem can
also be interpreted as a direct consequence of the eigenfunction property of complex
exponentials for linear time-invariant systems. Recall that H( ejW) is the frequency re
sponse of the linear time-invariant system whose impulse response is h[n]. Recall also
that if

then

y[n] = H(ejW)ejwn.

That is, complex exponentials are eigenfunctions of linear time-invariant systems, where
H(ejW), the Fourier transform of h[n], is the eigenvalue. From the definition of integra
tion, the Fourier transform synthesis equation correspond~ to the representation of a
sequence x[n] as a superposition of complex exponentials of infinitesimal size; that is,

x[n] = ~ jn X(ejW)ejwndw = lim ~ L X(ejk/}.w)ejk/}.wn D.w.2Jr ~ /}.w-+o 2Jr-,. k

By the eigenfunction property of linear systems and by the principle of superposition,
the corresponding output will be

y[n] = lim ~ " H(ejk/}.(L')X(ejk6.w)ejk6.wn D.w = ~ jn H(ejW)X(ejW)ejwndw.6.w-+O 2n 6 2n
k -rr

Thus, we conclude that

as in Eq. (2.169).

2.9.7 The Modulation or Windowing Theorem
If

and

and if

y[n] = x[n]w[nJ, (2.171)
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then
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(2.172)

Equation (2.172) is a periodic convolution, i.e., a convolution of two periodic functions
with the limits of integration extending over only one period. The duality inherent in
most Fourier transform theorems is evident when we compare the convolution and
modulation theorems. However, in contrast to the continuous-time case, where this du
ality is complete, in the discrete-time case fundamental differences arise because the
Fourier transform is a sum while the inverse transform is an integral with a periodic
integrand. Although for continuous time we can state that convolution in the time do
main is represented by multiplication in the frequency domain and vice versa, in discrete
time this statement must be modified somewhat. Specifically,discrete-time convolution
of sequences (the convolution sum) is equivalent to multiplication of corresponding
periodic Fourier transforms, and multiplication of sequences is equivalent to periodic
convolution of corresponding Fourier transforms.

The theorems of this section and a number of fundamental Fourier transform pairs
are summarized in Tables 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. One of the ways that knowledge of

TABLE 2.3 FOURIER TRANSFORM PAIRS

1. 8[n]

2. 8[n - no]

Sequence

1

Fourier Transform

3. 1 (-(X) < n < (0)

00

L 2n8(w + 2nk)
k=-x

4. anu[n] (Ial < 1)
1

1 - ;;e- j",

5. urn] L n8(w+2nk)
k=-oo

6. (n + l)anu[n] (Ial < 1)

Tn sinwp(n+ 1) urn] (Irl < 1)
7. sinwp

8. smwen
nn

1
1 - 2r cos wp;;- jw + r2e- j2w

X(ejW) = {I, Iwl < We,
0, We < Iwl :": 7f

{I,9. x[n] = 0,

I!. cos{wlJn + ¢)

0:": n:,,: 1'vl

otherwise
sin[w(M + 1)/2] _jwM/2--"-------e

sin(w/2)

'v

L 2;r8{(~ - WIJ +2;rk)
k=-x

2=: [.Tejc\\lw - (UIJ T 2::<k) + rre- j¢ 8((u + WQ + 2;r k)]
k=-oc
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Fourier transform theorems and properties is useful is in determining Fourier transforms
or inverse transforms. Often, by using the theorems and known transform pairs, it is
possible to represent a sequence in terms of operations on other sequences for which
the transform is known, thereby simplifying an otherwise difficult or tedious problem.
Examples 2.26-2.30 illustrate this approach.

Example 2.26 Determining a Fourier Transform
using Tables 2.2 and 2.3

To obtain x[n] from Xl [n], we first delay xl[n] by 5 samples, i.e., x2[n] = xl[n-5]. Theo
rem 2 of Table 2.2 gives the corresponding frequency-domain relationship, X2 (ejW) =
e-j5w Xl (ejW), so

Suppose we wish to find the Fourier transform ofthe sequence x[n] = anu[n - 5]. This
transform can be computed by exploiting Theorems 1 and 2 of Table 2.2 and transform
pair 4 of Table 2.3. Let xl[n] = anu[n]. We start with this signal because it is the most
similar signal to x[n] in Table 2.3. The table states that

(2.174)

(2.173)

e-j5w

X2(eJW) = 1_ ae-jw

In order to get from x2[n] to the desired x[n], we need only multiply by the constant
as, i.e., x[n] = a5x2[n]. The linearity property of the Fourier transform, Theorem 1 of
Table 2.2, then yields the desired Fourier transform,

. a5e-j5w
X(eJW) = .. (2.175)1- ae-JW

Example 2.27 Determining an Inverse Fourier
Transform Using Tables 2.2 and 2.3

Direct substitution of X(ejW) into Eq. (2.133) leads to an integral that is difficult to
evaluate by ordinary real integration techniques. However, using the technique of
partial fraction expansion, which we discuss in detail in Chapter 3, we can expand
X(ejW) into the form

Suppose that

1
X(eJW) = (1- ae-jw)(l _ brjw)

X(ejW) = al(a - b) _ bl(a - b)1-arjw 1-be-jw'

(2.176)

(2.177)

From Theorem 1 of Table 2.2 and transform pair 4 of Table 2.3, it follows that

(tl\ (b)x[n] = --) a"ll[n] - -- b"ll[n].a-b a-b
(2.178)
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Example 2.28 Determining the Impulse Response
from the Frequency Response

Chap. 2

(2.179)

The frequency response of a highpass filter with delay is

{ -jwnd I I
H(ejW) = e , We < W < Jr,0, Iwi < We,

where a period of 2Jr is understood. This frequency response can be expressed as

H(ejW) = e-jwnd(1 _ H1p(ejW» = e-jwnd _ e-jwnd Hlp(ejW),

where Hlp(ejW) is periodic with period 2Jr and

Hlp(ejW) = { 1, Iwi < We,0, We < Iwi < Jr.

Using the result of Example 2.22 to obtain the inverse transform of Hlp(ejW), together
with properties 1 and 2 of Table 2.2, we have

Example 2.29 Determining the Impulse Response
for a Difference Equation

In this example we determine the impulse response for a stable linear time-invariant
system for which the input x[nJ and output y[n] satisfy the linear constant-coefficient
difference equation

y[n] - iy[n -1] = x[n] - !x[n - 1]. (2.180)

In Chapter 3 we will see that the z-transform is more useful than the Fourier transform
for dealing with difference equations. However, this example offers a hint of the utility
of transform methods in the analysis of linear systems. To find the impulse response,
we set x[n] = o[n]; with h[n] denoting the impulse response, Eq. (2.180) becomes

h[n] - ih[n -1] = o[n] - !o[n -1]. (2.181)

Applying the Fourier transform to both sides of Eq. (2.181) and using properties 1 and
2 of Table 2.2, we obtain

H(ejW) - ie-jw H(ejW) = 1- !e-jw, (2.182)
or

. 1-1e-jw
H(ejW) = 4 .. (2.183)1- le-jw2

To obtain h[n], we want to determine the inverse Fourier transform of H(ejW). Toward
this end, we rewrite Eq. (2.183) as

. 1 le-jw
H(ej(<J) = 4 .

1 - ~ciw 1 - !e-iw
From transform 4 of Table 2.3,

(I)" :F" . uln] +-----+ I"

- 1 - 2e-jW

(2.184)
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Combiningthis transformwithproperty3 of Table2.2,we obtain

_ (l)(l)n-l ( F le-jw4 2 U n - 1] ~ - __4~_1-1e-jw'2

Based on property 1 of Table2.2,then,

h(n] = (~r u(nJ - O)Gr-1 u(n -1].
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(2.185)

(2.186)

2.10 DISCRETE-TIME RANDOM SIGNALS

The preceding sections have focused on mathematical representations of discrete-time
signals and systems and the insights that derive from such mathematical representations.
We have seen that discrete-time signals and systems have both a time-domain and
a frequency-domain representation, each with an important place in the theory and
design of discrete-time signal-processing systems. Until now, we have assumed that the
signals are deterministic, i.e., that each value of a sequence is uniquely determined by
a mathematical expression, a table of data, or a rule of some type.

In many situations, the processes that generate signals are so complex as to make
precise description of a signal extremely difficult or undesirable, if not impossible. In
such cases, modeling the signal as a stochastic process is' analytically useful. As an
example, we will see in Chaptei)that many of the effects encountered in implementing

digital signal-processing algQghms with finite register length can be represented byadditive noise, i.e., a stochasti~ sequence. Many mechanical systems generate acoustic
or vibratory signals that can be processed to diagnose potential failure; again, signals
of this type are often best mo'deled in terms of stochastic signals. Speech signals to
be processed for automatic recognition or bandwidth compression and music to be
processed for quality enhancement are two more of many examples.

A stochastic signal is considered to be a member of an ensemble of discrete-time
signals that is characterized by a set of probability density functions. More specifically,
for a particular signal at a particular time, the amplitude of the signal sample at that
time is assumed to have been determined by an underlying scheme of probabilities.
That is, each individual sample x[n] of a particular signal is assumed to be an outcome
of some underlying random variable Xn. The entire signal is represented by a collection
of such random variables, one for each sample time, -00 < n < 00.This collection of
random variables is called a random process, and we assume that a particular sequence
of samples x[n] for -00 < n < 00 has been generated by the random process that
underlies the signal. To completely describe the random process, we need to specify the
individual and joint probability distributions of all the random variables.

The key to obtaining useful results from such models of signals lies in their de
scription in terms of averages that can be computed from assumed probability laws or
estimated from specific signals. While stochastic signals are not absolutely summable or
square summable and, consequently, do not directly have Fourier transforms, many (but
not all) of the properties of such signals can be summarized in terms of averages such as
the autocorrelation or Glaocovariance sequence. for which the Fourier transform often
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exists. As we will discuss in this section, the Fourier transform of the autocovariance
sequence has a useful interpretation in terms of the frequency distribution of the power
in the signal. The use of the autocovariance sequence and its transform has another
important advantage: The effect of processing stochastic signals with a discrete-time
linear system can be conveniently described in terms of the effect of the system on the
autocovariance sequence.

In the following discussion, we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic
concepts of stochastic processes, such as averages, correlation and covariance functions,
and the power spectrum. A brief review and summary of notation and concepts is
provided in Appendix A. A more detailed presentation of the theory of random signals
can be found in a variety of excellent texts, such as Davenport (1970) and Papoulis
(1984).

Our primary objective in this section is to present a specific set of results that will
be useful in subsequent chapters. Therefore, we focus on wide-sense stationary random
signals and their representation in the context of processing with linear time-invariant
systems. Although, for simplicity, we assume that x[nJ and h[nJ are real valued, the
results can be generalized to the complex case.

Consider a stable linear time-invariant system with real impulse response h[nJ.

Let x[n J be a real-valued sequence that is a sample sequence of a wide-sense stationary
discrete-time random process. Then the output of the linear system is also a sample
function of a random process related to the input process by the linear transformation

00 00

y[nJ = 2: h[n - kJx[kJ =2: h[kJx[n - k]:
k=-oo k=-oo

As we have shown, since the system is stable, y[nJ will be bounded ifx[nJ is bounded. We
will see shortly that if the input is stationary,S then so is the output. The input signal may
be characterized by its mean mx and its autocorrelation function cPxx[mJ, or we may also
have additional information about first- or even second-order probability distributions.
In characterizing the output random process y[nJ we desire similar information. For
many applications, it is sufficient to characterize both the input and output in terms of
simple averages, such as the mean, variance, and autocorrelation. Therefore, we will
derive input-output relationships for these quantities.

The means of the input and output processes are, respectively,

(2.187)

where E {.} denotes the expected value. In most of our discussion, it will not be necessary
to carefully distinguish between the random variables Xn and Yn and their specific values
x[nJ and y[nJ. This will simplify the mathematical notation significantly. For example,
Eqs. (2.187) will alternatively be written

m~[nJ = E{x[nJ}, mv[nJ = E{y[n]}. (2.188)

If x[n] is stationary, then mt [n J is independent of 11 and will be written as mt. with similar
notation for mv[n] if y[n] is stationary.

STnthe remainder of the text, we will use the term SlllIioIT<ln' :0 mean "wide-selbe stationary,"
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The mean of the output process is
00

my[n) = £{y[n]} = I: h[k)£{x[n - k]},
k=-oo

where we have used the fact that the expected value of a sum is the sum of the expected
values. Since the input is stationary, mx[n - k) = mx, and consequently,

00

my[n) = mx I: h[k).
k=-oo

(2.189)

From Eq. (2.189), we see that the mean of the output is also constant. An equivalent
expression to Eq. (2.189) in terms of the frequency response is

'0
my = H(el )mx. (2.1902

Assuming temporarily that the output is nonstationary, the autocorrelation func
tion of the output process for a real input is

</>yy[n,n + m) = £{y[n)y[n + m]}

= E' L~w~ooh[ k]h[r ]x[n - kJx[ n + m - r] }

00 00

= I: h[k) I: h[r ]£{x[n - k)x[n + m - r]}.
k=-oo T=-oo

Since x[n) is assumed to be stationary, £{x[n - k]x[n+ m - r]} depends only on the time
difference m + k - r. Therefore,

00 00

</>yy[n,n+m]= L h[k) I: h[r]</>xx[m+k-r] = </>yy[m).
k=-oo T=-oo

(2.191)

That is, the output autocorrelation sequence also depends only on the time difference
m. Thus, for a linear time-invariant system having a wide-sense stationary input, the
output is also wide-sense stationary.

By making the substitution £. = r - k, we can express Eq. (2.191) as
00 00

</>yy[m] = L </>.u[m - £.] L h[k]h[£. + k]
£=-00 k=-oo

00

= L </>xx[m - £.]Chh[£.],
£=-00

where we have defined
00

Chh[£'] = L h[k]h[£. + k).
k=-x

(2.192)

(2.193)

A sequenee of the form of Chh[£] is called a deterministic autocorrelation sequence

or, simply, the autocorrelation sequence of h[n]. It should be emphasized that Chh[£] is
the autocorrelation of an aperiodic-i.e., finite-energy-sequence and should not be
::onft!sed with the autocorrelation of an infinite-energy random sequence. Indeed, it
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can be seen that Chh[e] is simply the discrete convolution of h[n] with h[-n]. Equa
tion (2.192), then, can be interpreted to mean that the autocorrelation of the output of
a linear system is the convolution of the autocorrelation of the input with the aperiodic
autocorrelation of the system impulse response.

Equation (2.192) suggests that Fourier transforms may be useful in characteriz
ing the response of a linear time-invariant system to a stochastic input. Assume, for
convenience, that mx = 0; i.e., the autocorrelation and autocovariance sequences are
identical. Then, with <I>xx(ejW), <I>yy(ejW), and Chh(ejW) denoting the Fourier transforms
of <pxx[m], <pyy[m], and Chh[e], respectively, from Eq. (2.192),

<I>yy(ejW) = Chh(ejW)<'PxxCejW). (2.194)

Also, from Eq. (2.193),

Chh(ejW) = H(ejW)Jr(ejW)

= IH(ejW)12,

so

<'Pyy(ejW) = IH(ejW)12<'Pxx(ejw). (2.195)

Equation (2.195) provides the motivation for the term power density spectrum. Specifi
cally,

2 1 jrr .[{y [nD = <Pyy[O] = - <'Pyy(eJW) dw
2rr -rr

= total average power in output.

Substituting Eq. (2.195) into Eq. (2.196), we have

1 jrrE{l[nD = <Pyy[O] = - IH(ejW)12<I>xx(ejW) dw.
2rr -rr

(2.196)

(2.197)

Suppose that H(ejW) is an ideal bandpass filter, as shown in Figure 2.18(c). We recall
that <pxx[m] is an even sequence, so

cpxx(ejW) = cpxx(e-jW).

Likewise, IH(ejW)12 is an even function of w. Therefore, we can write

<Pyy[O] = average power in output

(2.198)

Thus, the area under <'PxxCejW) for Wa :::: Iwl ::::Wb can be taken to represent the mean
square value of the input in that frequency band. We observe that the output power
must remain nonnegative, so

lim <Pyy[O]::: O.
("'b -Wa )--> 0

This result, together with Eq. (2.198) and the fact that the band Wa :::: w :::: Wb can be
arbitrarily small, implies that

cpxx(ejW) ::: 0 for all w. (2.199)

Hence, we note that the power density function of a real signal is real, even, and non
negative.
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Example 2.30 White Noise
The concept of white noise is exceedingly useful in quantization error analysis. A
white-noise signal is a signal for which ¢>xx[m] = o-;8[ml We assume in this example
that the signal has zero mean. The power spectrum of a white noise signal is a constant,
l.e.,

for all w.

The average power of a white-noise signal is therefore

[ ] _ 1 lIT ( jW) d _ 1 lIT 2 d _ 2
¢>xx 0 - - <Pxx e w - - ax w - ax'

2rr -IT 2rr -IT

The concept of white noise is also useful in the representation of random signals
whose power spectra are not constant with frequency. For example, a random signal
y[n] with power spectrum <pyy(ejW) can be assumed to be the output of a linear time
invariant system with a white-noise input. That is, we use Eq. (2.195) to define a system
with frequency response H(ejW) to satisfy the equation

<pyy(ejW) = jH(ejW)12a;,

where a; is the average power of the assumed white-noise input signal. We adjust
the average power of this input signal to give the correct average power for y[n]. For
example, suppose that h[n] = anu[n]. Then

H( jW) 1e - . "1- ae-JW

and we can represent all random signals whose power spectra are of the form

. I 1 12 2
<pyy(eJW) = . a2 = ax1- ae-JW x

Another important result concerns the cross-correlation between the input and
output of a linear time-invariant system:

¢xy[m] = £{x[n]y[n + m]}

= E {x[n] k~OO h[kJx[n + m - kJ}
(Xl

L h[k]¢xx[m - k].
k=-(Xl

(2.200)

In this case, we note that the cross-correlation between input and output is the convo
lution of the impulse response with the input autocorrelation sequence.

The Fourier transform of Eq. (2.200) is

(2.201)

This result has a useful application when the input is white noise, i.e., when ¢n[m] =
a}8[m]. Substituting into Eg. (2.200), we note that

(2.202)
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(2.203)-Jr ::::(J) :::: Jr.

That is, for a zero-mean white-noise input, the cross-correlation between input and
output of a linear system is proportional to the impulse response of the system. Similarly,
the power spectrum of a white-noise input is

no. (jw) 2'¥xx e =CTx'

Thus, from Eq. (2.201),

<I>xy(ejW) = CT; H(ejW). (2.204)

In other words, the cross power spectrum is in this case proportional to the frequency
response of the system. Equations (2.202) and (2.204) may serve as the basis for esti
mating the impulse response or frequency response of a linear time-invariant system if
it is possible to observe the output of the system in response to a white-noise input.

2.11 SUMMARY

In this chapter, we have considered a number of basic definitions relating to discrete
time signals and systems. We considered the definition of a set of basic sequences, the
definition and representation of linear time-invariant systems in terms of the convolu
tion sum, and some implications of stability and causality.The class of systems for which
the input and output satisfy a linear constant-coefficient difference equation with initial
rest conditions was shown to be an important subclass of linear time-invariant systems.
The recursive solution of such difference equations was discussed and the classes of FIR
and IIR systems defined.

An important means for the analysis and representation of linear time-invariant
systems lies in their frequency-domain representation. The response of a system to a
complex exponential input was considered, leading to the definition of the frequency
response. The relation between impulse response and frequency response was then
interpreted as a Fourier transform pair.

We called attention to many properties of Fourier transform representations and
discussed a variety of useful Fourier transform pairs. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 summarize the
properties and theorems, and Table 2.3 contains some useful Fourier transform pairs.

The chapter concludes with an introduction to discrete-time random signals.These
basic ideas and results will be developed further and used in later chapters.

Although the material in this chapter was presented without direct reference to
continuous-time signals, an important class of discrete-time signal-processing problems
arises from sampling such signals. In Chapter 4 we consider the relationship between
continuous-time signals and sequences obtained by periodic sampling.

Basic Problems with Answers

2.1. For each of the foHowing systems. determine whether the system is (1) stable. (2) causal.
(3) linear. (4) time invariant. and (5) memorylcss:
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(a) T(x[n]) = g[n]x[n] with g[n] given

(b) T(x[n]) = 'E-Z=TlQx[k]

(c) T(x[n]) = 'E-Z~:TlQ x[k]
(d) T(x[n]) = x[n - no]

(e) T(x[n]) = ern]

(f) T(x[n]) = ax[n] + b
(g) T(x[n]) = x[-n]

(h) T(x[n]) = x[n] + 3u[n + 1]
2.2. (a) The impulse response h[n] of a linear time-invariant system is known to be zero, except

in the interval No :S n :S N1. The input x[n] is known to be zero, except in the interval
Nz :S n :S N3. As a result, the output is constrained to be zero, except in some interval
N4 :S n :S Ns. Determine N4 and Ns in terms of No, Nl, Nz, and N3·

(b) If x[n] is zero, except for N consecutive points, and h[n] iszero, except for M consecutive
points, what is the maximum number of consecutive points for which y[n) can be
nonzero?

2.3. By direct evaluation of the convolution sum, determine the step response of a linear time
invariant system whose impulse response is

h[n] = a-nu[-n], O<a<1.

2.4. Consider the linear constant-coefficient difference equation

y[n] - ~y[n -1] + ly[n - 2] = 2x[n -1].

Determine y[n] for n 2: 0 when x[n] = 8[n] and y[n] = 0, n < '0.

2.5. A causal linear time-invariant system is described by the difference equation

y[n] - 5y[n -1] + 6y[n - 2) = 2x[n - 1].

(a) Determine the homogeneous response of the system, i.e., the possible outputs ifx[n] =
o for all n.

(b) Determine the impulse response of the system.
(c) Determine the step response of the system.

2.6. (a) Find the frequency response H(ejW) of the linear time-invariant system whose input
and output satisfy the difference equation

y[n] - ~y[n -1] = x[n] + 2x[n - 1] + x[n ~ 2].

(b) Write a difference equation that characterizes a system whose frequency response is
. 1_1e-jw+e-j3w

H(eJW) = z .1+ le-jw + 'ie-j2wz 4

2.7. Determine whether each of the following signals is periodic. If the signal is periodic, state
its period.
(a) x[n] = ei(Jrn/6)

(b) x[n) = ej(3rrn/4)

(c) x[n) = [sin(rrnj5)JI(rrn)
(d) x[n] = ejrrn/Y'2

2.8. An LTI system has impulse response h[n] = 5(-lj2)nu[n). Use the Fourier transform to
find the output of this system when the input is x[n] = (lj3)nu[n).

2.9. Consider the difference equation
5 1 1

y[n] - 6Y[rz -1] + 6'''[lZ - 2] = jx[n-l].
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(a) What are the impulse response, frequency response, and step response for the causal
LTI system satisfying this difference equation.

(b) What is the general form of the homogeneous solution of the difference equation?
(c) Consider a different system satisfying the difference equation that is neither causal nor

LTI, but that has y[O] = y[l] = 1. Find the response of this system to x[n] = 8[n].

2.10. Determine the output of a linear time-invariant system if the impulse response h[n] and
the input x[n] are as follows:
(a) x[n] = urn] and h[n] = anu[ -n - 1], with a > 1.
(b) x[n) = urn - 4) and h[n] = znu[-n -1).

(c) x[n) = urn) and h[n) = (O.5)znu[-n).
(d) h[n) = znu[-n -1) and x[n] = urn] - urn -10)
Use your knowledge of linearity and time invariance to minimize the work in Parts (b)-( d).

2.11. Consider an LTI system with frequency response

" 1-e-j2w
H(el"') = 1 "., -Jr < W :S Jr.1+ 'le-l

Determine the output y[n) for all n if the input x[n) for all n is

x[n] = sin (Jr;).

2.12. Consider a system with input x[n) and output y[n] that satisfy the difference equation

y[n] = ny[n -1) + x[n).

The system is causal and satisfies initial-rest conditions; i.e., if x[n] = 0 for n < no, then
y[n]=Oforn<no. '
(a) If x[n) = 8[n], determine y[n] for all n.
(b) Is the system linear? Justify your answer.
(c) Is the system time invariant? Justify your answer.

2.13. Indicate which of the following discrete-time signals are eigenfunctions of stable, linear
time-invariant discrete-time systems:
(a) ej2Jrn/3

(b) 3n

(c) 2nu[-n-1]
(d) cos(won)
(e) (lj4)n

(f) (lj4Yu[n) +4nu[-n -1]

2.14. A single input-output relationship is given for each of the following three systems:
(a) System A: x[n] = (lj3Y, y[n] = 2(lj3)n.
(b) System B: x[n] = (ljz)n, y[n] = (lj4)n.
(c) System C: x[n] = (2j3)nu[n], y[n] = 4(Zj3)nu[n] - 3(ljZYu[n].
Based on this information, pick the strongest possible conclusion that you can make about
each system from the following list of statements:

(i) The system cannot possibly be LTI.
(ii) The system must be LTI.
(iii) The system can be LTI, and there is only one LTI system that satisfies this input-output

constraint.
(iv) The system can be LTL but cannot be uniquely determined from the information in

this input-output constraint.
If you chose option (iii) from this list, specify either the impulse response h[n) or the
frequency response H(ej",) for the LTI system.
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2.15. Consider the system illustrated in Figure P2.15-1. The ouput of an LTI system with an

impulse response h[n] = (~rurn + 10] is multiplied by a unit step function urn] to yield
the output of the overall system. Answer each of the following questions, and briefly justify
your answers:

x[n]

I ------------
I -----

--1

: urn] :

I I 1 I
h[n]=(1/4)"u[n+1O] I A:

y[n]

Figure P2.15-1

(a) Is the overall system LTI?
(b) Is the overall system causal?
(c) Is the overall system stable in the BIBO sense?

2.16. Consider the following difference equation:

1 1
y[n] - -y[n -1] - -y[n - 2]= 3x[n].4 8

(a) Determine the general form of the homogeneous solution to this difference equation.
(b) Both a causal and an anticausal LTI system are characterized by this difference equa

tion. Find the impulse responses of the two systems ..
(c) Show that the causal LTI system is stable and the anticausal LTI system is unstable.
(d) Find a particular solution to the difference equation when x[n] = (lj2)"u[n].

2.17. (a) Determine the Fourier transform of the sequence

(b) Consider the sequence

{I,r[n] = 0,
O::S n::S M,
otherwise.

{ ~ f1 - cos (2n n)] ,
w[n] = 2 ~ M

0,

O::Sn::S M,

otherwise.

Sketch w[n] and express W(ejW), the Fourier transform of w[n], in terms of R (ejW), the
Fourier transform of r[n]. (Hi.'1t: First express w[n] in terms of r[n] and the complex
exponentials ej(2.rm/ M) and e- j(2Jr"/ M) .)

(c) Sketch the magnitude of R (ejW) and W (ejW) for the case when M = 4.

2.18. For each of the following impulse responses of LTI systems, indicate whether or not the
system is causal:
(a) h[n] = (lj2)nu[n]
(b) h[n] = (lj2)"u[n -1]
(c) h[n] = (lj2)lnl
(d) h[n] = urn + 2] - urn - 2]
(e) h[n] = (lj3)nu[n] + 3nu[ -n - I]

2.19. For each of the following impulse responses of LTI systems, indicate whether or not the
system is stable:
(a) h[n] = 4"u[n]
(b) h[n] = u[nJ - u[n - lOJ

(c) h[n]=3"u[-n-IJ
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(d) h[n] = sin(nnj3)u[n]
(e) h[n] = (3j4)lnl cos(nnj4 + nj4)

(f) h[n] = 2u[n + 5] - urn] - urn - 5]

2.20. Consider the difference equation representing a causal LTI system

y[n] + (1ja)y[n -1] = x[n -1].

(a) Find the impulse response of the system, h[n], as a function of the constant a.
(b) For what range of values of a will the system be stable?

Basic Problems

2.21. Consider an arbitrary linear system with input x[n] and output y[n]. Show that if x[n] = 0
for all n, then y[n] must also be zero for all n.

2.22. For each of the pairs of sequences in Figure P2.22-1, use discrete convolution to find the
response to the input x[n] of the linear time-invariant system with impulse response h[n].

• •
o
L
1

x[nJ

•
n

(a)

~CL:
o 1 n

2

o
-1

1

x[nJ

n

(b)

-1

2 h[nJ

n

•.......• -1lLLL
-1 0 1 2 3 4 5

x[nJ

• • • •
n

1

012345678910

(c)

12 14 16

h[nJ

n

,lllu
x[n]

•

••• ••-•••
-2

012 n
h[nJ

1

n

(d)

Figure P2.22-1

2.23. Using the definition of linearity (Eys. (2.26a)-(2.26b)). show that the ideal delay system
(Example 2.3) and the moving-average system (Example 2.4) are both linear systems.
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2.24. The impulse response of a linear time-invariant system is shown in Figure P2.24-1. Deter
mine and carefully sketch the response of this system to the input x[n] = u[n - 4].

h[n]

n
••••••••••••

1
4 5

012 3

-2

Figure P2.24-1

2.25. A linear time-invariant system has impulse response h[n] = u[n]. Determine the response
of this system to the input x[n] shown in Figure P2.25-1 and described as

{ 0, n < 0,

an, 0 :S n :S Nl,

x[n] = 0, N1 < n < N2,
an-Nz, N2:S n:s N2 + N1,

0, N2 + Nl < n,
where 0 < a < 1.

x[n]

an atn-N2)

...

...

o
Figure P2.25-1

2.26. Which of the following discrete-time signals could be eigenfunctions of any stable LTI
system?
(a) 5nu[n J

(b) ej2wn

(c) eiwn + ei2wn

(d) 5n

(e) 5n·ej2wn

2.27. Three systems A, B, and C have the inputs and outputs indicated in Figure P2.27-1. Deter
mine whether each system could be LTI. If your answer is yes, specify whether there could
be more than one LTI system with the given input-output pair. Explain your answer.

Gr ) I SystemA I ) Gr

ein/8u[n] ) I System B I ) 2ein/8u[n]

ein/8 ) I System C
) 2ejllrg

Figure P2.27-1
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2.28. Determine which of the following signals is periodic. If a signal is periodic, determine its
period.
(a) x[n] = ej(2Jrn/5)

(b) x[n] = sin(nn/19)
(c) x[n] = nej;rn
(d) x[n] = ejn

2.29. A discrete-time signal x[n] is shown in Figure P2.29-1.

~
-2-1 0 1 2 3 4

x[n]

....
Figure P2.29-1

Sketch and label carefully each of the following signals:
(a) x[n - 2]
(b) x[4 - n]
(c) x[2n]
(d) x[n]u[2 - n]
(e) x[n -1]8[n - 3]

2.30. For each of the following systems, determine whether the system is (1) stable, (2) causal,
(3) linear, and (4) time invariant.
(a) T(x[n]) = (cosnn)x[n]
(b) T(x[n]) = x[n2]

(c) T(x[n]) = x[n] ~%"=o 8[n - k]
(d) T(x[n]) = ~:'n-l x[k]

2.31. Consider the difference equation

1 2
y[n] + - y[n - 1] - - y[n - 2] = x[n].15 15

(a) Determine the general form of the homogeneous solution to this equation.
(b) Both a causal and an anticausal LTI system are characterized by the given difference

equation. Find the impulse responses of the two systems.
(c) Show that the causal LTI system is stable and the anticausal LTI system is unstable.
(d) Find a particular solution to the difference equation when x[n] = (31St u[n].

2.32. Consider an LTI system with frequency response

H(ejW) = e-j(w-:f) (1 + e-j2w + 4e-j4W)1+ le-j2w '2

-n <wSn.

Determine the output y[ n] for all n if the input for all n is

x[n] = cas (n2n) .

2.33. Consider an LTI system with IH(ej'V)1 = 1. and let arg[H(ejW)] be as shown in Fig
ure P2.33-1. If the input is

(~ )
..)J[ J[

x [n] = cas 2 n +"4 '

determine the output y[n J.
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Slope=-1/3

-n-

arg[H(eiw)]

5n-/6

n-/2

w

77

Figure P2.33-1

2.34. The input-output pair shown in Figure P2.34-1 is given for a stable LTI system.

2

-2 -1

-m012
-1

-2

Figure P2.34-1

(a) Determine the response to the input xdnJ in Figure P2.34-2.

1
yo[n]

n

4

I -

xl[n]

31

It 21
a

12345678
Figure P2.34-2

(b) Determine the impulse response of the system.

Advanced Problems

2.35. The system Tin Figure P2.35·1 is known to be time invariant. When the inputs to the system
are Xl [n], x2[n], and x3[n], the responses of the system are Y 1 [n], Y2 [nJ, and Y3[nJ, as shown.
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• • •
n

T

• • • •
o n

• • L
o 1

x2[n]

•
n

T

• • • • •
o

• • • •
o

•
1

----
2 3 4 n

T

• • Ct
-2 -1 0

• • • •
n

Figure P2.35-1

(a) Determine whether the system T could be linear.
(b) If the input x[n] to the system Tis 8[n], what is the system response y[n]?
(c) What are all possible inputs x[n] for which the response of the system T can be deter

mined from the given information alone?

2.36. The system Lin Figure PZ.36-1 is known to be linear. Shown are three output signals Yl[n],

Y2[n], and Y3[n] in response to the input signals Xl [n], x2[n], and x3[nr, respectively.

3 .3
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~~21 v -21

•
n

L
-1

-1 o 2 3

1

n

x2[n] Y2[n]

• •
n

L
n

• • ~
o 1 n

L

Figure P2.36-1
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(P2.38-1)

(a) Determine whether the system L could be time invariant.
(b) If the input x[n) to the system Lis 8[n), what is the system response y[n)?

2.37. Consider a discrete-time linear time-invariant system with impulse resrbnse h[nJ. If the
input x[n) is a periodic sequence with period N (i.e., if x[n) = x[n + NJ), show that the
output y[n) is also a periodic sequence with period N.

2.38. In Section 2.5, we stated that the solution to the homogeneous difference equation

N

LakYh[n - k) = 0
k=O

is of the form
N

Yh[n) = L Amz;;',
m=l

with the Am's arbitrary and the Zm's the N roots of the polynomial
N

Lakz-k =0;
k=O

I.e.,

N N

L akZ-k = II(1 - ZmZ-1).
k=O m=l

(P2.38-2)

(P2.38-3)

(P2.38-4)

(a) Determine the general form of the homogeneous solution to the difference equation

y[n) - b[n -1) + fty[n - 2) = 2x[n -1). (P2.38-5)

(b) Determine the coefficients Am in the homogeneous solution if y[ -1) = 1and y[O) = O.
(c) Now consider the difference equation

y[n) - y[n -1) + b[n - 2] = 2y[n -1). (P2.38-6)

If the homogeneous solution contains only terms of the form of Eq. (P2.38-2), show
that the initial conditions y[ -1] = 1 and y[O] = 0 cannot be satisfied.

(d) If Eq. (P2.38-3) has two roots that are identical, then, in place of Eq. (P2.38-2), Yh[n)
will take the form

N-I

Yh[n] = L Amz;;' +nBIz7,
m=l

(P2.38-7)

where we have assumed that the double root is ZI. Using Eq. (P2.38-7), determine
the general form of Yh[n) for Eq. (P2.38-6). Verify explicitly that your answer satisfies
Eq. (P2.38-6) with x[n) = O.

(e) Determine the coefficients Al and BI in the homogeneous solution obtained in Part (d)
if y[-1) = 1 and y[O) = O.

2.39. Consider a system with inputx[n] and output y[n). The input-output relation for the system
is defined by the following two properties:
1. y[n] - ay[n -1) = x[n].
2. y[O] = L

(a) Determine whether the system is time invariant.
(0) Determine whether the system is Iinear.
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(c) Assume that the difference equation (property 1) remains the same, but the value y[O]

is specified to be zero. Does this change your answer to either Part (a) or Part (b)?

2.40. Consider the linear time-invariant system with impulse response

h[n] = (~) n urn],
where j = yCi

Determine the steady-state response, i.e., the response for large n, to the excitation

x[n] = cos(rrn)u[n].

2.41. A linear time-invariant system has frequency response

Iwl < 2rr (~)

2rr (i)6 2 '16 2 ::::Iwl ::::rr.

The input to the system is a periodic unit-impulse train with period N = 16; i.e.,

00

x[n] = L 8[n + 16k].
k=-oo

Find the output of the system.

2.42. Consider the system in Figure P2.42-1.

x[n]

,---------------------------,
I II _ ~I-------.1 ,
I
I
I
I

I I )lh1[nJ=.B5[n-lJI I II I
~--------------------- I

h[nJ

y[n]

Figure P2.42-1

(a) Find the impulse response h[n] of the overall system.
(b) Find the frequency response of the overall system.
(c) Specify a difference equation that relates the output y[n] to the input x[n].
(d) Is this system causal? Under what condition would the system be stable?

2.43. For X(ejW) = 1/(1 - ae-jW), with -1 < a < 0, determine and sketch the following as a
function of w:

(a) 1?e(X(ejW)}

(b) Jm(X(ejW)}

(c) IX (ejW) I

(d) <l:X(eiw)

2.44. Let X(eiw) denote the Fourier transform of the signal x[n] shown in Figure P2.44-1. Perform
the following calculations without explicitly evaluating X(eiw):
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x[n]

81

Figure P2.44-1

8 n

(a) Evaluate X(eiW)lw=O.

(b) Evaluate X(eiW)lw=,,'

(c) Find <rX(eiw).

(d) Evaluate J::" X(eiw)dw.

(e) Determine and sketch the signal whose Fourier transform is X(ciw).
(f) Determine and sketch the signal whose Fourier transform is Re{X(eiw)}.

2.45. For the system in Figure P2.45-1, determine the output y[n] when the input x[n] is 8[n] and.
H(eiw) is an ideallowpass filter as indicated, i.e.,

H(eiw)= f1, Iwl < Jr/2,
lO, Jr/2 < Iwl ~ Jr.

x[n]

w[n] I (-1Y
+

y[n]

1-----'
I I !

-27)
J;l

- Jj 7T

1-----'
1 I !

27/ w

2 2 Figure P2.45-1

lal < 1.

2.46. A sequence has the discrete-time Fourier transform
. 1-a2

X(eJW) = (1- ae-iw)(l- aeiw) ,

(a) Find the sequence x[n].

(b) Calculate J::" X(eiw) cos(w)dw/2Jr.

2.47. A linear time-invariant system is described by the input-output relation

y[n] = x[n] + 2x[n - 1] + x[n - 2J.

(a) Determine h[nJ. the impulse response of the system.
(b) Is this a stable system?
(c) Determine H(eiw). the frequency response of the system. Use trigonometric identities

to obtain a simple expression for H(eiw).
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(d) Plot the magnitude and phase of the frequency response.
(e) Now consider a new system whose frequency response is HI(ejW) = H(ej(w+IT». De

termine hI [n], the impulse response of the new system.

2.48. Let the real discrete-time signal x [n] with Fourier transform X (ejW) be the input to a system
with the output defined by

{ x[n], if n is even,y[n] = 0, otherwise.

(a) Sketch the discrete-time signal s[n] = 1 + cos(nn) and its (generalized) Fourier trans
form S(ejW).

(b) Express Y(ejW), the Fourier transform of the output, as a function of X(ejW) and S(ejW).

(c) You would like to approximate x[n] by the interpolated signal w[n] = y[n] +
(1j2)(y[n + 1] + y[n - 1]). Determine the Fourier transform W(ejW) as a function
of Y(ejW).

(d) Sketch X(ejW), Y(ejW), and W(ejW) for the case when x[n] = sin(nnja)j(nnja) anda >
1.Under what conditions is the proposed interpolated signal w[n] a good approximation
for the original x[n].

2.49. Consider a discrete-time LTI system with frequency response H(ejW) and corresponding
impulse response h[n].

(a) We are first given the following three clues about the system:
(i) The system is causal.

(ii) H(ejW) = H*(e-jW).

(iii) The DTFT of the sequence h[n + 1] is real.
Using these three clues, show that the system has an impulse response of finite duration.

(b) In addition to the preceding three clues, we are now given two more clues:

1 JIT .
(iv) - H(eJW)dw = 2.2n

-IT

(v) H(ejIT) = O.

Is there enough information to identify the system uniquely? If so, determine the
impulse response h[n]. If not, specify as much as you can about the sequence h[n).

2.50. Consider the three sequences

v[n] = urn] - urn - 6],

w[n] = 8[n] + 28[n - 2] + 8[n - 4],

q[n] = v[n] * w[n].

(a) Find and sketch the sequence q[n].

(b) Find and sketch the sequence r[n] such that r[n] * v[n] = L~:~ooq[k].
(c) Is q[-n] = v[-n] * w[-n]? Justify your answer.

2.51. A linear time-invariant system has impulse response h[n] = anll[n].
(a) Determine YItn], the response of the system to the input Xl [n] = ej(IT(2)n.

(b) Use the result of Part (a) to help to determine Y2[n]. the response of the system to the
input .'dn] = cos(rrnj2).

(c) Determine Y3[1l), the response of the system to the input x}[n] = ej(rr/2)nu[n).

(d) Compare Y3[nJ with YI [n] for large n.
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2.52. The frequency response of an LTI system is

H(ejW) = e- jw(4, -rr < w :5 rr.

Determine the output of the system, y[nJ, when the input is x[nJ = cos(Srrn/2). Express
your answer in as simple a form as you can.

2.53. Consider the cascade of LTI discrete-time systems shown in Figure P2.S3-1.

x[n] y[n] Figure P2.53·1

The first system is described by the equation

Hl(ejW) = {1, Iwl < O.Srr,0, O.Srr:5 Iwl < rr,

and the second system is described by the equation

y[nJ = w[nJ - w[n -1].

The input to this system is

x[nJ = cos(O.6rrn) + 38[n - 5J + 2.

Determine the output y[n]. With careful thought, you will be able to use the properties of
LTI systems to write down the answer by inspection.

2.54. Consider an LTI system with frequency response

H(ejW) = e-j[(w(2)+ (Jr(4)], -rr < w:5 rr.

Determine y[ nJ, the output of this system, if the input is

( 1Srrn rr)x[n] = cos -4- - "3

for all n.

2.55. For the system shown in Figure P2.SS-1, System 1 is a memoryless nonlinear system. System
2 determines the value of A according to the relation

100

A= I>[n].
,,=0

x[n]
A

Figure P2.55-1

Specifically, consider the class of inputs of the form x[n] == cos(wn), with w a real finite
number. Varying the value of w at the input will change A; i.e., A will be a function of w. In
general, will A be periodic in w? Justify your answer.

2.56. Consider a system S with input x[ n J and output y[ n J related according to the block diagram
in Figure P2.S6-1.

x[n] _~ LTI system ~
t 11[11] •. [n]

Figure P2.56-1
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The input x[n] is multiplied by e- jwon, and the product is passed through a stable LTI system
with impulse response h[n].
(a) Is the system S linear? Justify your answer.
(b) Is the system S time invariant? Justify your answer.
(c) Is the system S stable? Justify your answer.
(d) Specify a system C such that the block diagram in Figure P2.56-2 represents an alterna

tive way of expressing the input-output relationship of the system S. (Note: The system
C does not have to be an LTI system.)

x(n] -1h(n]ejwon H c ~ y(n] Figure P2.56-2

2.57. An ideallowpass filter with zero delay has impulse response hip[n] and frequency response

. {l.H1p(eJW) = 0,
Iwl < 0.2Jr,
0.2Jr S Iwl S Jr.

(a) A new filter is defined by the equation h1[n] = (-l)nhip[n] = ej:;rnhip[n]. Determine
an equation for the frequency response of Hl (ejW), and plot the equation for Iwl < Jr.
What kind of filter is this?

(b) A second filter is defined by the equation h2[n] = 2hip[n] cos(O.5Jrn). :Determine the
equation for the frequency response H2(ejW), and plot the equation for Iwl < Jr. What
kind of filter is this?

(c) A third filter is defined by the equation

h [ ] _ sin(O.lJrn)h [ ]3 n - ---- Ip n .Jrn

Determine the equation for the frequency response H3(ejW), and plot the equation for
Iwl < Jr. What kind of filter is this?

2.58. The LTI system

O<W<Jr,

-Jr < W < 0,

is referred to as a 90° phase shifter and is used to generate what is referred to as an analytic
signal w[n] as shown in Figure P2.58-1. Specifically, the analytic signal w[n] is a complex
valued signal for which

Re{w[n]} = x[n],

Im{w[n]} = y[n].

x(n]

y(n]

Q/te (w(n]}

Jm (w(n]}

Figure P2.58-1

If X(eJ'U) is as shown in Figure P2.58-2, determine and sketch W(eJW), the Fourier transform
of the analytic signa! w[n] = x[n] + jy[n].
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Figure P2.58-2

2.59. The autocorrelation sequence of a signal x[n] is defined as
00

Rx[n] = :L x*[k]x[n + k].
k=-oo

(a) Show that for an appropriate choice of the signal g[n], Rx[n] = x[n] * g[n], and identify
the proper choice for g[n].

(b) Show that the Fourier transform of Rx[n] is equal to jX(ejW)lz.

2.60. The signals x[n] and y[n] shown in Figure P2.60-1 are the input and corresponding output
for an LTI system.

-1

o
T

1 x[n]

n

1

o

-1

y[n]

n

Figure P2.60-1

(a) Find the response of the system to the sequence xz[n] in Figure P2.60-2.

o

-1

n

Figure P2.60-2

(b) Find the impulse response h[n] for this LTI system.

2.61. Consider a system for which the input x[n] and output y[n] satisfy the difference equation

y[n] - ~y[n - 1] = x[n]

and for which y[ -1] is constrained to be zero for every input. Determine whether or not
the system is stable. If you conclude that the system is stable, show your reasoning. If you
conclude that the system is not stable, give an example of a bounded input that results in
an unbounded output.

Extension Problems

2.62. The causality of a system was defined in Section 2.2.4. From this definition. show that. for
a linear time-invariant system, causality implies that the impulse response h[ll] is zero for
n < O. One approach is to show that if h[n} is .'lor zero for n <: O. then the system cannof
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be causal. Show also that if the impulse response is zero for n < 0, then the system will
necessarily be causal.

2.63. Consider a discrete-time system with input x[nJ and output y[nJ. When the input is

x[n] = (~) n u[n],
the output is

for all n.

Determine which of the following statements is correct:
• The system must be LTI.
• The system could be LTI.
• The system cannot be LTI.

If your answer is that the system must or could be LTI, give a possible impulse response. If
your answer is that the system could not be LTI, explain clearly why not.

2.64. Consider an LTI system whose frequency response is

H(ejW) = e-jw/2, Iwl < n.

Determine whether or not the system is causal. Show your reasoning.

2.65. In Figure P2.65-1, two sequences xl[n] and x2[n] are shown. Both sequences are zero for all
n outside the regions shown. The Fourier transforms of these sequences are Xl(ej",) and
X2(ejW), which, in general, can be expected to be complex and can be written in the form

X1(ejW) = Al(w)ejIJ1(w),

X2(ejW) = A2(w)ejliz(w),

where Al(W), 81 (w), A2(w), and 82(W) are all real functions chosen so that both A1 (w) and
A2(W) are nonnegative at w = 0, but otherwise can take on both positive and negative
values. Determine appropriate choices for 81(w) and 82(w), and sketch these two phase
functions in the range 0 < w < 2n.

2

-3 -2
-1

-4

-1

-4

4

5

2

6 n

4 4

-4 10 n

Figure P2.65-1

-4 -4
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2.66. Consider the cascade of discrete-time systems in Figure P2.66-1. The time-reversal systems
are defined by the equations f[n) = e[-n) and y[n) = g[-n). Assume throughout the
problem that x[n) and h1[n) are real sequences.

I
I

LTI

!
system

Time-LTI

x[n]

I~
hl[n]

reversalsystemTime-

ern]

....,..

I
H1(ejW)

systemf[n]h1[n]
reversalI

I

g[n]

I~

H1(ejW)

system
~-----------------------------------------I
1 I

I I
1 1

Figure P2.66-1

(a) Express E(ejW), F(ejW), G(ejW), and Y(ejW) in terms of X(ejW) and Hl(eiw).

(b) The result from Part (a) should convince you that the overall system is LTI. Find the
frequency response H(ejW) of the overall system.

(c) Determine an expression for the impulse response h[n) of the overall system in terms
ofhl[n).

2.67. The overall system in the dotted box in Figure P2.67-1 can be shown to be linear and time
invariant.

(a) Determine an expression for H( ejW), the frequency response of the overall system from
the input x[n) to the output y[n), in terms of H1(ejW), the frequency response of the
internal LTI system. Remember that (_l)n = ejrrn.

(b) Plot H(ejW) for the case when the frequency response of the internal LTI system is

Iw[ < We, '

We < Iwi ::::On.

Figure P2.67-1

y[n]w[n]

Causal LTI

system
hl[n]urn]

t

t

t

I

(_l)-n (_l)n I
I tl ~

----- ----- I
----- I

~--- I
I

x[n]

2.68. Figure P2.68-1 shows the input-output relationships of Systems A and B, while Fig
ure P2.68-2 contains two possible cascade combinations of these systems.

System S ~ YB[n] = xB[n + 2J

XA[n]-[

XB[n]-[

xj[n] -I System A

x2[n] -I System B

H SystemS ~ w][n]

H SystemA ~ w2[n]

Figure P2.68-1

Figure P~.68-2
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If Xl (n] = x2(n], will w1(n] and w2(n] necessarily be equal? If your answer is yes, clearly and
concisely explain why and demonstrate with an example. If your answer is not necessarily,

demonstrate with a counterexample.

2.69. Consider the system in Figure P2.69-1, where the subsystems 51 and Sz are LTI.

x[n]

----------------,
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I

L J

y[n]

Figure P2.69-1

(a) Is the overall system enclosed by the dashed box, with input x[n] and output y(n] equal
to the product of Y1[n] and Y2(n], guaranteed to be an LTI system? If so, explain your
reasoning. If not, provide a counterexample.

(b) Suppose 51 and Sz have frequency responses H1(ejW) and H2(ejW) that are known to
be zero over certain regions. Let

H ( jW) _ {O, Iwl ::::0.2Jr,1 e - unspecified, 0.2Jr < Iwl ::::Jr,

H2(ejW) = {unspecified, Iwl:::: O.4Jr,0, O.4Jr < Iwl ::::Jr.

Suppose also that the input x[n] is known to be bandlimited to 0.3Jr, i.e.,

X(ejW) = { unspecified, Iw! < O.3Jr,0, 0.3][ ::::Iwl ::::Jr.

Over what region of -][ ::::w < Jr is Y(ejW), the DTFT of y[n], guaranteed to be zero?

2.70. A commonly used numerical operation called the first backward difference is defined as

y[n] = Y'(x[n]) = x[n] - x[n - 1],

where x[n] is the input and y[n J is the output of the first-backward-difference system.
(a) Show that this system is linear and time i:lVariant.
(b) Find the impulse response of the system.
(c) Find and sketch the frequency response (magnitude and phase).
(d) Show that if

x(nJ = f[nJ * g(nJ,

then

Y'(x[n]) = Y'(f[n» * g[n] = f[n] * Y'(g(n»,

where * denotes discrete convolution.

(e) Find the impulse response of a system that could be cascaded with the first-difference
system to recover the input; i.e., find hi[n], where

hi[n] * \7(x[n]) = x[nJ.

2.71. Let H(ejW) denote the frequency response of an LTI system with impulse response h[n],

where h[n] is, in general, complex.
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(a) Using Eq. (2.109), show that H*(e-jW) is the frequency response of a system with
impulse response h*[n), where * denotes complex conjugation.

(b) Show that if h[n) is real, the frequency response is conjugate symmetric, i.e., H(e- jW) =
H*(ejW).

2.72. Let X(ejW) denote the Fourier transform of x[n). Using the Fourier transform synthesis or
analysis equations (Eqs. (2.133) and (2.134)), show that
(a) the Fourier transform of x*[n) is X*(e-jW),
(b) the Fourier transform of x*[-n) is X*(ejW).

2.73. Show that for x[n) real, property 7 in Table 2.1 follows from property 1 and that properties
8-11 follow from property 7.

2.74. In Section 2.9, we stated a number of Fourier transform theorems without proof Using the
Fourier synthesis or analysis equations (Eqs. (2.133) and (2.134)), demonstrate the validity
of Theorems I-S in Table 2.2.

2.75. In Section 2.9.6, it was argued intuitively that

(PZ.7S-1)

when Y(ejW), H(ejW), and X(ejW) are, respectively, the Fourier transforms of the output
y[n), impulse response h[n), and input x[n) of a linear time-invariant system; i.e.,

00

y[n) = I: x[k)h[n - k).
k=-oo

(PZ.7S-2)

Verify Eq. (PZ.7S-1) by applying the Fourier transform to the convolution sum given in
Eq. (PZ.7S-2).

2.76. By applying the Fourier synthesis equation (Eq. (2.133» to Eq. (2.172)and using Theorem 3
in Table 2.2, demonstrate the validity of the modulation theorem (Theorem 7, Table 2.2).

2.77. Letx[n) and y[n) denote complex sequences and X( ejW) and Y (ejW) their respective Fourier
transforms.
(a) By using the convolution theorem (Theorem 6 in Table 2.2) and appropriate properties

from Table 2.2, determine, in terms of x[n) and y[n), the sequence whose Fourier
transform is X(ejw)Y*(eiw).

(b) Using the result in Part (a), show that

00 1 j7rI: x[n)y*[n) = - X(ejW)Y*(ejW)dw.2rr -7rn=-oo
(PZ.77-1)

Equation (PZ.77-1) is a more general form of Parseval's theorem, as given in Sec
tion 2.9.5.

(c) Using Eq. (PZ.77-1),determine the numerical value of the sum

~ sin(rrnj4) sin(rrnj6) .L.. 2rrn 5Jrn
n=-oo

2.78. Let x[n J and X(eiUJ) represent a sequence and its Fourier transform, respectively. Deter
mine, in terms of X(ei(V). the transforms of Ys[IlJ. Yd[ll], and Ye[IlJ. In each case. sketch
Y(ejW) for X(ejW) as shown in Figure P2.78-1.
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(a) Sampler:

[n] = {x[n], n even,Ys 0, n odd.

Note that ys[n] = ~{x[n] + (-1)nx[n]) and -1= ejrr.
(b) Compressor:

Yd[n] = x[2nJ.

(c) Expander:

{ x[nj2], n even,Ye[n] = 0, n odd.

w Figure P2.78·1

2.79. The two-frequency correlation function <PAN, w) is often used in radar and sonar to evalu
ate the frequency and travel-time resolution of a signal. For discrete-time signals, we define

(Xl

<Px(N, w) = L x[n + NJx*[n - NJe-jwn.
n=-oo

(a) Show that

<PA-N, -w) = <P;(N, w).

(b) If

x[nJ = Aanu[nJ, O<a<l,

find <Px(N, w). (Assume that N::: 0.)
(c) The function <PAN, w) has a frequency domain dual. Show that

<PAN,w) = 2~ 1:X (ej[v+Cw/2)]) x* (ej[v-CW/2)])ej2vNdv.

2.80. Let x[nJ and y[nJ be stationary, uncorrelated random signals. Show that if

w[n] = x[nJ + y[n],

then

d 2 2 2
mw = mx +my an O"w= O"X+O"y.

2.81. Let ern] denote a white-noise sequence, and let s[n] denote a sequence that is uncorrelated
with ern]. Show that the sequence

y[n) = s[n)e[n)

is white. i.e., that

E{y[n]y[n + m)} = A8[m).

where A is a constant.
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2.82. Consider a random signal x[n) = s[n) + ern), where both s[n) and ern) are indepen
dent zero-mean stationary random signals with autocorrelation functions <pss[m) and <Pee[m)

respectively.
(a) Determine expressions for <pxx[m] and <pxx(ejW).

(b) Determine expressions for <Pxe[m] and <Pxe(ejW).

(c) Determine expressions for <pxs[m) and <pxs(ejW).

2.83. Consider an LTI system with impulse response h[n) = anu[n) with lal < 1.
(a) Compute the deterministic autocorrelation function <phh[m) for this impulse response.
(b) Determine the energy density function IH(ejW)12 for the system.
(c) Use Parseval's theorem to evaluate the integral

1 11<
_ IH(ejW)12dw
2rr -1<

for the system.

2.84. The input to the first-backward-difference system (Example 2.10) is a zero-mean white- .
noise signal whose autocorrelation function is <pxx[m) = a-;o[m].

(a) Determine and plot the autocorrelation function and the power spectrum of the cor
responding output of the system.

(b) What is the average power of the output of the system?
(c) What does this problem tell you about the first backward difference of a noisy signal?

2.85. Let x[n] be a real, stationary, white-noise process, with zero mean and variance a;. Let y[n)
be the corresponding output when x[n) is the input to a linear time-invariant system with
impulse response h[n]. Show that .

(a) E{x[n]y[n)} = h[O)a;,

(b) a2 = a2 ,,\",,00 h2[n).y x L.Jn=-oo

2.86. Let x[n] be a real stationary white-noise sequence, with zero mean and variance a;. Let
x[n] be the input to the cascade of two causal linear time-invariant discrete-time systems,
as shown in Figure P2.86-1.

x[n] w[n] Figure P2.86-1

(a) Is a; = a} L~=ohi[kJ?

(b) Is a; = a; L~=oh~[kJ?

(c) Let hI [it] = anu[n] and h2[n] = bnu[n). Determine the impulse response of the overall
system in Figure P2.86-1, and, from this, determine a;. Are your answers to parts (b)
and (c) consistent?

2.87. Sometimes we are interested in the statistical behavior of a linear time-invariant system

when the input is a suddenly applied random signal. Such a situation is depicted in Fig
ure P2.87-1.

--X~x[n] ~

(switch closed at n = 0)

•
y[n]

Figure P2.87-1

Let x[n] be a stationary white-noise process. The input to the system, w[nJ, given by

w[nJ = {x[n]. n::: 0.0, n < 0.

is a nonstationary process, as is the output y[n J.
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(a) Derive an expression for the mean of the output in terms of the mean of the input.
(b) Derive an expression for the autocorrelation sequence cl>yy[nl, nz] of the output.
(c) Show that, for large n, the formulas derived in parts (a) and (b) approach the results

for stationary inputs.
(d) Assume that h[n] = anu[n]. Find the mean and mean-square values of the output in

terms of the mean and mean-square values of the input. Sketch these parameters as a
function of n.

2.88. Let x[n] and y[n] respectively denote the input and output of a system. The input-output
relation of a system sometimes used for the purpose of noise reduction in images is given
by

a}[n]

y[n] = ----z-[ ] (x[n] - mx[nJ) + mx[n],ax n
where

1 n+l

a;[n] = 3 L (x[k] - mx[nJ)z,
k=n-l

1 n+l

mAn] = 3 L x[k],
k=n-l

Z {a.;[n] - a;, ann]:::: a;,
as [n] = .

0, otherwIse,

and a; is a known constant proportional to the noise power.
(a) Is the system linear?
(b) Is the system shift invariant?
(c) Is the system stable?
(d) Is the system causal?

(e) For a fixed x[n], determine y[n] when a; is very large (large noise power) and when
a; is very small (small noise power). Does y[n] make sense for these extreme cases?

2.89. Consider a random process x[n] that is the response of the linear time-invariant system
shown in Figure P2.89-1. In the figure, w[n] represents a real zero-mean stationary white
noise process with E{wZ[n]} = a;.

H(ejW) = __ 1
w(n] I 1-0.5e-jw x(nJ

Figure P2.89-1

(a) Express E{xZ[n]} in terms of cl>xx[n] or <Pxx(ejW).

(b) Determine <Pxx(ejW), the power density spectrum of x[n].

(c) Determine cl>xx[n], the correlation function of x[n].

2.90. Consider a linear time-invariant system whose impulse response is real and is given by h[n].
Suppose the responses of the system to the two inputs x[n] and urn] are, respectively, y[n]
and z[n], as shown in Figure P2.90-1.

Figure P2.90-1
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The inputs x[ n] and v[ n] in the figure represent n:al zero-mean stationary random processes
with autocorrelation functions <pxx[n] and <pvv[n], cross-correlation function <pxv[n], power
spectra <I:>xx(ejW) and <I:>vv(ejW), and cross power spectrum <t>xv(ejW).

(a) Given <pxx[n], <pvv[n], <pxv[n], <I:> xx (ejW), <I:>vv(ejW), and <I:>xv(ejW), determine <I:>yz(ejW), the

cross power spectrum of y[n] and z[n], where <I:>yz(ejW) is defined by

<pyz[n] ~ <I:>yz(ejW),

with <pyz[n] = E{y[k]z[k - n]}.

(b) Is the cross power spectnIm <I:>xv(ejW) always nonneg;;tive; i.e., is <I:>xv(ejW) ::: 0 for all
w? Justify your answer.

2.91. Consider the LTI system shown in Figure P2.91-1. The input to this system, e[n], is a station
ary zero-mean white-noise signal with average power a;. The first system is a backward
difference system as defined in Eq. 2.45 with j[n] = e[n] - e[n -1]. The second system is
an ideal lowpass filter with frequency response

Hz(ejW) = {1' Iwl < We,0, We < Iwl ~ 7r.

ern] g[n] Figure P2.91-1

(a) Determine an expression for <I:> ff(ejW), the power spectrum of j[n], and plot this ex
pression for -2n < w < 2n.

(b) Determine an expression for <p ff[m], the autocorrelation function of j[n].
(c) Determine an expression for <I:>gg(ejW), the power spectrum of g[n], and plot this

expression for -2n < w < 2n.
(d) Determine an expression for aff, the average power of the output.
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